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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 
examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 
The reports will also explain aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether 
through a lack of knowledge, poor examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable 
reason.  

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report.  

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

  

Would you prefer a Word version?  
Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  
Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 
(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere 
on the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 
If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available 
that will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 
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Unit 3 series overview 
Overall a good standard of response was given to this session’s paper. There was a good range of 
marks despite a small number of entries due to the Covid pandemic and consequential lockdown/ ack of 
face to face learning time. Candidates that submitted overcame these issues to work in spaces to create 
and rehearse their submissions. There were some innovative ideas that would not usually be seen 
outside of the pandemic. 

Candidates that scored more highly used their research into practitioners as examples to demonstrate 
their response to the statement. They used practitioners as examples to evidence their evaluation. 
Candidates did not do so well if they had produced a more biographical styled response about how the 
practitioner influenced others and the industry. The nature of Level 3 is not only to demonstrate a 
candidate’s knowledge and research skills but fundamentally being able to show proven ability to apply 
this knowledge rather than regurgitate information. 

The statement was accessible to produce a wide variety of performing arts disciplines in the practical 
demonstration. It was pleasing to see submissions around singing, acting, dance, stage technical 
demonstrations in sound and lighting and an array of different musical instruments.  

Candidates were seen to produce reports and practical work in both traditional and contemporary styles. 
It was interesting to see the multi-tasking of different talents and skills to demonstrate the contrasting 
element of the practical.  

Overall, this unit seems to be better understood year on year and it is clear that centres use this 
opportunity to maximise the potential for candidates to showcase individual technical ability and self-
motivated interest in a diverse range of discipline.  

There is a good range of variance within centres coming through that evidence the nurturing of individual 
ambitions and skills. The practical demonstrations were of a varying standard, but most made good 
choices linked to the statement.  

How well students prepare is evident in Question 2 and representative of the higher marking in the 
practical question especially if an equal amount of effort is demonstrated when producing two pieces of 
equal standard. Preparation to make sure the candidate moves fluidly between each element of their 
practical demonstration is key to gaining top band marks.  

Overall, despite current world circumstances and the understandable drop in centre submissions this 
paper had a pleasing outcome in response to the statement and production of material by candidates. 
Marked to set standards and the mark scheme, candidates should be commended for their submissions 
within this session where responses had been made by many in unusual circumstances.  

Candidates who did well on this paper generally 
did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

• Applied their knowledge in response to the 
statement using practitioners as examples. 

• Were well prepared academically and practically. 
• Produced equal levels of skill in their contrasting 

demonstrations. 
• Produced fluid presentation of their practical 

demonstration. 
• Pulled on their individual talents. 

• Produced biographical reports about the 
practitioner and the influence they had on the 
industry. 

• Showed lack of preparation and self-motivated 
rehearsal. 

• Stumbled through the elements of the practical 
demonstration. 

• Did not structure their essay/reports adequately. 
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Question 1 

 

Question 2 

 

 

Copyright information  
Any reference to existing companies or organisations is entirely coincidental and is not intended as a 
depiction of those companies or organisations. 

  



Supporting you

If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to 
consider one of our review of results services. For full information about the 
options available visit the OCR website. 

Our priority is supporting you and your students as you prepare for  
summer 2021 exams. We’ll update our website information regularly with 
resources, guidance and key information.

• Teachers

• Students

• Exams officers

• Assessment specialists

We are sending a weekly roundup to tell you about important updates. You 
can also sign up for your subject specific updates.  
If you haven’t already, sign up here.

Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear directly from a senior 
assessor or drop in to a Q&A session. All our courses for the academic year 
2020-2021 are being delivered live via an online platform, so you can attend 
from any location.

Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page on our 
website or visit OCR professional development.

ExamBuilder is the question builder platform for a range of our GCSE,  
A Level, Cambridge Nationals, Cambridge Technicals and Functional Skills 
qualifications. See the full list of available qualifications in the sign up form.

Review of results

OCR  
Professional 
Development

Signed up for 
ExamBuilder?

Supporting you 
through 2020-2021
Take a look at our  
support for:

 
 
Keep up-to-date

https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-5-post-results-services/enquiries-about-results/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/supporting-you-through-2020-2021/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/supporting-you-through-2020-2021/teachers/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/supporting-you-through-2020-2021/students/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/supporting-you-through-2020-2021/exams-officers/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/supporting-you-through-2020-2021/assessment-specialists/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/email-updates/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/professional-development/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/exambuilder/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/exambuilder/sign-up/


Need to get in touch?

If you ever have any questions about OCR 
qualifications or services (including administration, 
logistics and teaching) please feel free to get in touch 
with our Customer Support Centre. 

General qualifications 
01223 553998
general.qualifications@ocr.org.uk

Vocational qualifications
02476 851509
vocational.qualifications@ocr.org.uk

For more information visit
 ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/

 ocr.org.uk
 /ocrexams
 /ocrexams
 /company/ocr
 /ocrexams

We really value your feedback

Click to send us an autogenerated email about  
this resource. Add comments if you want to.  
Let us know how we can improve this resource or what 
else you need. Your email address will not be used or 
shared for any marketing purposes. 

          I like this

I dislike this

OCR is part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of Cambridge. 

For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance programme your call may be recorded or monitored. © OCR 2021 Oxford Cambridge and 
RSA Examinations is a Company Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registered office The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA.  
Registered company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.

OCR operates academic and vocational qualifications regulated by Ofqual, Qualifications Wales and CCEA as listed in their qualifications registers including A Levels, 
GCSEs, Cambridge Technicals and Cambridge Nationals.

OCR provides resources to help you deliver our qualifications. These resources do not represent any particular teaching method we expect you to use. We update 
our resources regularly and aim to make sure content is accurate but please check the OCR website so that you have the most up to date version. OCR cannot be 
held responsible for any errors or omissions in these resources.

Though we make every effort to check our resources, there may be contradictions between published support and the specification, so it is important that you 
always use information in the latest specification. We indicate any specification changes within the document itself, change the version number and provide a 
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between the specification and a resource, please contact us.

You can copy and distribute this resource freely if you keep the OCR logo and this small print intact and you acknowledge OCR as the originator of the resource.

OCR acknowledges the use of the following content: N/A

Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR or are thinking about switching, you can request more information using our Expression of Interest form.

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of resources we offer to support you in delivering our qualifications. 
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